
WORK SHEET   CHAPTER   1  Listos 3 

 

Give your name  and say where you are from 

Gvie your age and birthday 

Say if you have pets or  not and why 

Say how many people in your family 

Give a physical description of yourself and a member of your family 

Describe your  home , its location and how you feel about it 

Describe your bedroom and say if your share it 

Describe your district 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 Say how far it is from your school and how you get there 

Say what subjects you do  

Say which is your favourite subject and why 

Tell the teacher that you do not understand and ask her to speak slowly 

Admit that you do not know something and ask how to say it in Spanish 

Say that you have forgotten your homework and that you need a ruler 

Give you opinion on school, saying that the teachers give too much  homework 

Say how you feel about specific subjects 

Ask someone which subject she likes most/least 

Say what days you have a subject and at what time 

Sa y whether you  have to use a uniform and  describe it 

Say what type of school you go to and give a brief description of it 

Say what time classes(school) begin and end 

Say how long each class lasts and how many classes  you have a day 

Say what extracurricular activities you participate in 

Ask you penpal what can be done at his/her school 

Say what you do  at break and during lunch time 

Say that there was no meeting yesterday 

Briefly describe your daily routine 

Say what you do on your return  home 

 

 



CHAPTER 3 

 

Say that you are on holiday in Venezuela 

Say if it rains you are going to stay in the hotel. 

Say that you love being on holiday 

Say that you have plans for Saturday 

Say that you eat meat and that you like peas 

Ask the visitor to your home what she will have 

Say that you do not want soup as a first course 

Answer the phone and ask the customer(s)  how you may help him/them 

 Say you liked the meal a lot 

Say the soup is cold and there is no salt on the tableSaay two things you are going to do this summer 

Say how long you will be in Venezuela 

Say that the bus was slow but the holiday was great.   

Say that you had a great time 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 

 

Give directions to the post office- straight  ahead and turn right 

Go pass the bridge and take the second street on the left 

Ask direction s to  and the location of the Post office 

Ask how long it will take 

Say that the buses are cheap but that the problem with the buses is that they were slow 

Say that you prefer to travel by car because it is more comfortable 

Sa y that travelling by car is expensive and is bad for the atmosphere 

Say that you think that there is too much pollution because of the cars 

I walk or ride because it is healthier and more ecologically friendly 

Say that there are problems  with the transport and that the public transport is not good 

Say that the traffic is crazy and that sometimes it is preferable to take a taxi and to negotiate the price  

Find out what the system is like in Venezuela   

 

 

 


